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Abstract
The decentralized stochastic multi-player
multi-armed bandit (MP-MAB) problem,
where the collision information is not avail-
able to the players, is studied in this pa-
per. Building on the seminal work of
Boursier and Perchet (2019), we propose er-
ror correction synchronization involving com-
munication (EC-SIC), whose regret is shown
to approach that of the centralized stochas-
tic MP-MAB with collision information. By
recognizing that the communication phase
without collision information corresponds to
the Z-channel model in information theory,
the proposed EC-SIC algorithm applies opti-
mal error correction coding for the commu-
nication of reward statistics. A fixed mes-
sage length, as opposed to the logarithmi-
cally growing one in Boursier and Perchet
(2019), also plays a crucial role in control-
ling the communication loss. Experiments
with practical Z-channel codes, such as repe-
tition code, flip code and modified Hamming
code, demonstrate the superiority of EC-SIC
in both synthetic and real-world datasets.
1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an increased interest
in the multi-player multi-armed bandits (MP-MAB)
problem, in which multiple players simultaneously play
the bandit game and interact with each other through
arm collisions. In particular, motivated by the practi-
cal application of cognitive radio (Anandkumar et al.,
2011), decentralized stochastic MP-MAB problems
have been widely studied. See Section 7 for a review
of the related work.
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Since the stochastic MAB problem for a single player
is well understood, a predominant approach in decen-
tralized MP-MAB is to let each player play the single-
player MAB game while avoiding collisions for as much
as possible (Liu and Zhao, 2010; Avner and Mannor,
2014; Rosenski et al., 2016; Besson and Kaufmann,
2018). Intuitively, this would allow the algorithm to
behave as the single-player MAB. Comparing to the
centralized MP-MAB, there is a multiplicative factor
M (number of players) increase in the regret coefficient
of log(T ). This has long been considered fundamental
due to the lack of communication among players.
Recently, a surprising and inspiring approach, called
SIC-MMAB, is proposed in Boursier and Perchet
(2019) for the collision-sensing MP-MAB prob-
lem. Instead of viewing collision as detrimental,
Boursier and Perchet (2019) purposely instigates colli-
sions as a way to communicate between players. With
a careful design, an internal rank can be assigned
to each player and arm statistics can be completely
shared among players at a communication cost that
does not dominate the arm exploration regret, which
leads to an overall regret approaching the centralized
setting. The proposed communication phase transmits
the total reward by using collision/no-collision to rep-
resent bit 1/0. The theoretical analysis shows, for the
first time, that the regret of a decentralized MP-MAB
algorithm can approach that of the centralized coun-
terpart, which represents a significant progress in de-
centralized MP-MAB.
The no-sensing problem, on the other hand, repre-
sents arguably the most difficult setting in MP-MAB
and there has been little progress in the literature.
Boursier and Perchet (2019) makes two attempts to
generalize the forced collision idea to this setting. Di-
rectly applying SIC-MMAB to this setting leads to a
O(log(T ) log2(log(T ))) regret, which has an additional
log(T ) multiplicative coefficient due to no sensing.
In other words, a straightforward application of SIC-
MMAB results in the communication loss dominating
the total regret. Then, the authors propose a different
approach: use communication only to exchange the
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Table 1: Regret Upper Bounds of MP-MAB Algorithms
Model Reference Asymptotic Upper Bound (up to constant factor)
Centralized Multiplayer Komiyama et al. (2015)
∑
k>M
log(T )
µ(M)−µ(k)
Decentralized, Col. Sensing SIC-MMAB (Boursier and Perchet, 2019)
∑
k>M
log(T )
µ(M)−µ(k)
+MK log(T )
Decentralized, No Sensing Lugosi and Mehrabian (2018)
MK log(T )
∆2
Decentralized, No Sensing Lugosi and Mehrabian (2018) MK
2
µ(M)
log2(T ) +MK
log(T )
∆′
Decentralized, No Sensing ADAPTED SIC-MMAB (Boursier and Perchet, 2019)
∑
k>M
log(T )
µ(M)−µ(k)
+
M3K log(T )
µ(K)
log2(log(T ))
Decentralized, No Sensing SIC-MMAB2 (Boursier and Perchet, 2019) M
∑
k>M
log(T )
µ(M)−µ(k)
+ MK
2
µ(K)
log(T )
Decentralized, No Sensing EC-SIC (this paper)
∑
k>M
log(T )
µ(M)−µ(k)
+ ( M
2K
E(µ(K))
log( 1
∆
) + MK
µ(K)
) log(T )
K: number of arms; M ≤ K: number of players; µ(j) is j-th order statistics of µ; ∆ := µ(M) − µ(M+1) > 0;
∆′ := min{µ(M) − µ(i)|µ(M) − µ(i) > 0}; E(µ(K)) is the random coding error exponent.
accepted and rejected arms, thus reducing the regret
caused by communication. However, this approach,
philosophically speaking, deviates from the core idea
of SIC-MMAB and does not fully utilize the communi-
cation benefit of collision (arm statistics are not shared
among players). This is also the reason why the mul-
tiplicative factor M reappears in the regret formula,
which was eliminated in the collision-sensing case by
SIC-MMAB. It remains an open problem whether a
decentralized MP-MAB algorithm without collision in-
formation can approach the performance of its central-
ized counterpart.
In this work, we return to the original idea of uti-
lizing collisions to communicate sampled arm rewards.
By modelling no collision information as the Z-channel
communication problem in information theory, we pro-
pose to incorporate optimal error correction coding in
the communication phase to control the error rate of
decoding the message. With this approach, we are able
to transmit a quantized sample reward mean with a
fixed length for each player without having the commu-
nication loss dominate the total regret. The resulting
asymptotic regret improves the log(T ) coefficients over
SIC-MMAB2, and represents the best known regret in
the no-sensing MP-MAB model to the best of the au-
thors’ knowledge. Table 1 compares the asymptotic
regret upper bounds for different algorithms. We also
propose two practical enhancements that significantly
improve the algorithm’s empirical performance. Nu-
merical experiments on both synthetic and real-world
datasets corroborate the analysis and offer interesting
insights into EC-SIC.
2 The No-Sensing MP-MAB Problem
In the standard (single player) stochastic MAB setting,
there are K arms, with rewards Xi of arm i ∈ [K]
sampled independently from a distribution νi on [0, 1],
where E [Xi] = µ[i]. At time t, a player chooses an
arm π(t) and the goal is to receive the highest mean
cumulative reward in T rounds.
In this section, we introduce the no-sensing multi-
player MAB model with a known number of arms K
but an unknown number of playersM ≤ K. The hori-
zon T is known to the players. At each time step
t ∈ [T ], all the players j ∈ [M ] simultaneously pull the
arms πj(t) and receive the reward rj(t) such that
rj(t) := Xπj(t)(t)(1 − ηπj(t)(t))
where ηπj(t)(t) is the collision indicator defined by
ηk(t) := 1|Ck(t)|>1 with Ck(t) := {j ∈ [M ]|π
j(t) = k}.
If players can observe both rj(t) and ηπj(t)(t), it is the
collision-sensing problem. On the other hand, in the
no-sensing case as in our paper, players can only access
rj(t), i.e., a reward of 0 can indistinguishably come
from a collision with another player or Xπj(t)(t) = 0.
Note that if P(∀k ∈ [K], Xk = 0) = 0, the no-sensing
and collision-sensing models are equivalent1.
The performance in the standard single-player MAB
setting is usually measured by the regret:
R(T ) := Tµ∗ −
T∑
t=1
µ[π(t)],
where µ∗ = maxi µ[i] is the expected reward of the arm
with the highest expected reward. As shown in the
lower bound by Lai and Robbins (1985), the optimal
order of the regret cannot be better than O(log(T )).
In the multiplayer setting, the notion of regret can
be generalized and defined with respect to the best
allocation of players to arms, as follows:
R(T ) := T
∑
j∈[M ]
µ(j) − E

 T∑
t=1
∑
j∈[M ]
rj(t)

 ,
where µ(j) is j-th order statistics of µ, i.e. µ(1) ≥
µ(2) ≥ ... ≥ µ(K−1) ≥ µ(K).
Two technical assumptions are made in this pa-
per, which are also widely used in the literature.
The first is a strictly positive lower bound of µ(K),
which has been used by Lugosi and Mehrabian (2018)
1We further note that the no-sensing model can be gen-
eralized to an arbitrary but bounded reward support where
collision results in the lowest value in the support.
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and Boursier and Perchet (2019) for the no-sensing
model. The second assumption is a finite gap be-
tween the optimal and suboptimal (group of) arms;
see Avner and Mannor (2014); Kalathil et al. (2014);
Rosenski et al. (2016); Nayyar et al. (2016).
Assumption 1. 1) A positive lower bound µmin of
µ(K) is known to all players: 0 < µmin ≤
mini∈[K] µ[i].
2) There exists a positive gap ∆
.
= µ(M)−µ(M+1) > 0,
and it is known to all players.
Assumption 1.1 is equivalent to ∀k ∈ [K], P[Xk > 0] ≥
µmin. This also bounds P[Xk = 0]. Note that although
µmin provides a lower bound for µ(K), Assumption 1.1
does not require the exact value of µ(K). The gap in
Assumption 1.2 measures the difficulty of the bandit
game and ensures the existence of only one optimal
choice.
3 The EC-SIC Algorithm
The proposed error correction synchronization involv-
ing communication (EC-SIC) is compactly described
in Algorithm 1. Similar to SIC-MMAB, the overall al-
gorithm can be structurally divided into four phases:
initialization phase, exploration phase, communication
phase, and exploitation phase. It is important to note
that all players are synchronized in running EC-SIC,
i.e., they enter each phase at the same time (or at
least with high probability in some cases) except the
exploitation phase. Until a player fixates on a specific
arm and enters the exploitation phase, the algorithm
keeps iterating between the exploration and commu-
nication phases. Players that have (not) entered the
exploitation phase are called inactive (active). We de-
note the set of active players during the p-th phase by
[Mp] and its cardinality by Mp. Similarly, arms that
have not been decided to be optimal or sub-optimal
are called active. The set of active arms during the
p-th phase is denoted by [Kp] with cardinality Kp.
3.1 Initialization phase
The same structure of the initialization phase as
Boursier and Perchet (2019) is used in EC-SIC, which
outputs an internal rank j ∈ {1, ......,M} for each
player as well as the estimated value of M . It starts
with a “Musical Chair” phase and is followed by a
so-called Sequential Hopping protocol. The full proce-
dure is described in Appendix B.1 for completeness.
3.2 Exploration phase
During the p-th exploration phase, active play-
ers sequentially hop among the active arms for
Kp2
p⌈log(T )⌉ steps, and any active arm is pulled
Algorithm 1 The EC-SIC Algorithm
Input: T, K, ∆, ǫ, µmin;
1: Initialize p ← 1; F ← −1; T0, T j0 ← 0; [Kp] ← [K];
Q← max{⌈log2 1∆
4
−ǫ
⌉, ⌈log2(K + 1)⌉}; Tc ← ⌈ log(T )µmin ⌉
2: Select an error-correction code (N ′, Q) with code
length N ′ defined in Theorem 2
⊲ Initialization Phase:
3: k ← Musical Chair([K], KTc)
4: (M, j)← Estimate M NoSensing(k, Tc)
5: while F = −1 do
⊲ Exploration Phase:
6: π ← j-th active arm
7: for Kp2
p⌈log(T )⌉ time steps do
8: π ← π + 1 (mod Kp) and play arm π
9: s[π]← s[π] + rj(t)
10: end for
11: T jp = T
j
p−1 + 2
p⌈log(T )⌉
12: µˆj = s/T
j
p
⊲ Communication Phase:
13: if j = 1 then (F , Mp+1, [Kp+1]) ← Communica-
tion Leader(µˆ1, p, [Kp], Mp, Q, N
′)
14: else (F , Mp+1, [Kp+1]) ← Communication Fol-
lower(µˆj , j, p, [Kp], Mp, Q, N
′)
15: end if
16: p← p+ 1
17: end while
18: ⊲ Exploitation phase: Pull F until T
2p⌈log(T )⌉ times by each active player. Since the hop-
ping is based on each player’s internal rank, the explo-
ration phase is collision-free.
We note that the length of an exploration phase is
different from Boursier and Perchet (2019), which is a
key component of the performance improvement. The
difference of a ⌈log(T )⌉ factor, in fact, results in an
overall O(log(log(T ))) rounds of exploration and com-
munication phases in the ADAPTED SIC-MMAB al-
gorithm of Boursier and Perchet (2019). This directly
leads to a dominating communication loss that breaks
the order-optimality. With an expansion of length by
⌈log(T )⌉ in EC-SIC, the overall rounds become a con-
stant, and the communication regret can be better con-
trolled as shown in Section 4.
3.3 Communication phase
In the communication phase, all players attempt to ex-
change their sampled reward information in a synchro-
nized and distributed manner. The communication
takes place via a careful collision design. All players
enter this phase synchronously and, by default, keep
pulling different arms based on their internal ranks.
Then, when it is player i’s turn to communicate with
player j, she would purposely pull (not pull) player j’s
arm as a way to communicate bit 1 (0). If player j
can fully access the collision information, i.e., knowing
whether collision happens or not at each time step,
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Algorithm 2 Communication Leader
Input: µˆ1, p, [Kp], Mp, Q, N
′
Output: F , Mp+1, [Kp+1]
1: Initialize Tp = Tp−1 + Mp2
p⌈log(T )⌉; T ip = T 1p , i =
1, ...,Mp; µ¯
p
i = µ¯
p−1
i , T
i
p = T
i
p−1, i =Mp + 1, ...,M
⊲ Gather information from followers:
2: for i = 2, ...,Mp do ⊲ Receive arm statistics
3: for k ∈ [Kp] do
4: µ¯pi [k] ← Decoder(Receive(1, i, N ′))
5: end for
6: end for
7: µ¯p =
∑M
i=1 µ¯
p
i · T ip/Tp; BTp =
√
2 log(T )
Tp
+ (∆
4
− ǫ)
⊲ Update statistics:
8: Rej ← set of active arms k satisfying |{i ∈ [Kp]|µ¯p[i]−
BTp ≥ µ¯p[k] +BTp}| ≥Mp
9: Acc← set of active arms k satisfying |{i ∈ [Kp]|µ¯p[k]−
BTp ≥ µ¯p[i] +BTp}| ≥ Kp −Mp, ordered according to
their indices
⊲ Transmit acc\rej arms to followers:
10: for i = 2, ...,Mp do ⊲ Send acc\rej set size
11: Send(1, i, N ′, Encoder(|Rej|, Q))
12: Send(1, i, N ′, Encoder(|Acc|, Q))
13: end for
14: for i = 2, ...,Mp do ⊲ Send acc\rej set content
15: Send(1, i, N ′, Encoder(k, Q)) for k ∈ Rej
16: Send(1, i, N ′, Encoder(k, Q)) for k ∈ Acc
17: end for
18: if Mp ≤ |Acc| then
19: F ← Acc[Mp]
20: else Mp ← Mp − |Acc|
21: [Kp+1]← [Kp]\(Acc ∪Rej)
22: end if
she will be able to receive the bit sequence success-
fully, which conveys player i’s sample reward statis-
tics. However, for the no-sensing model, such error-
free communication becomes impossible.
Three new ideas are used in the communication phase
of EC-SIC. The first is the introduction of Z-channel
coding. In the no-sensing scenario, players cannot di-
rectly identify collision. If the same communication
protocol in Boursier and Perchet (2019) (representing
1 or 0 by collision or no collision) is used, the confusion
may mislead the player to believe that collision has
occurred (bit 1) while it is actually a null statistic of
reward sampling (bit 0). This error has a catastrophic
consequence in that it breaks the essential synchro-
nization between players. We are thus facing the chal-
lenge of communicating the reward statistics to other
users while controlling the error rate for the overall
communication loss to not dominate the regret.
Figure 1: The Z-channel model
Algorithm 3 Communication Follower
Input: µˆj , j, p, [Kp], Mp, Q, N
′
Output: F , Mp+1, [Kp+1]
⊲ Transmit information to the leader:
1: for i = 2, ...,Mp do ⊲ Send arm statisitcs
2: if j = i then
3: Send(j, 1, N ′, Encoder(µˆj [k], Q)) for k ∈ [Kp]
4: else pull the j-th active arm for KpN
′ steps
5: end if
6: end for
⊲ Receive acc\rej arms from the leader:
7: for i = 2, ...,Mp do ⊲ Receive acc\rej set size
8: if j = i then
9: Nrej ← Decoder(Receive(j, 1, N ′))
10: Nacc ← Decoder(Receive(j, 1, N ′))
11: else pull j-th active arm for 2N ′ steps
12: end if
13: end for
14: for i = 2, ...,Mp do ⊲ Receive acc\rej set content
15: if j = i then
16: w[k]←Receive(j, 1, N ′)) and
17: Rej[k] ← Decoder(w[k]) for k = 1, ..., Nrej
18: w[k]←Receive(j, 1, N ′)) and
19: Acc[k] ← Decoder(w[k]) for k = 1, ..., Nacc
20: else pull j-th active arm for (Nrej +Nacc)N
′ steps
21: end if
22: end for
23: if Mp − j + 1 ≤ |Acc| then
24: F ← Acc[Mp − j + 1]
25: else Mp ← Mp − |Acc|
26: [Kp+1]← [Kp]\(Acc ∪Rej)
27: end if
Luckily, this is the well-known reliable communication
over a noisy channel problem, one of the foundations
in information theory. In particular, our communi-
cation channel is asymmetric: 1 (collision) is always
received correctly and 0 (no collision) may be received
incorrectly with a certain probability P (Xk = 0). This
corresponds to the Z-channel model (see Fig.1) in
information theory (Tallini et al., 2002), which repre-
sents a broad class of asymmetric channels. The Z-
channel has a crossover probability q of 0 → 1 that
corresponds to P (Xk = 0)
2.
The Z-channel capacity is derived in Tallini et al.
(2002) as follows.
Theorem 1. The capacity CZ(q) of a Z-channel with
crossover 0→ 1 probability q is:
CZ(q) = log2(1 + (1 − q)q
q/(1−q)). (1)
Shannon theory guarantees that as long as the cod-
ing rate R is below CZ(q) in Eqn. (1), there exists at
least one code that allows for an arbitrarily low error
rate asymptotically. This means that theoretically, for
this Z-channel, it is possible to transmit information
2Since the crossover probability P (Xk = 0) is unknown
and varies for different arm k, 1− µmin is used to capture
the worst case.
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nearly error-free when the rate is close to CZ(q) bits
per channel use. In reality, however, different finite
block-length channel codes may have different perfor-
mances; we thus evaluate several practical codes both
theoretically (in Section 4) and experimentally (in Sec-
tion 6). For simplicity, Functions Send(), Receive(),
Encoder() and Decoder() are used in the algorithm
as the sending and receiving protocol and the encoder
and corresponding decoder, respectively.
The second enhancement is to transmit each arm’s
quantized sample reward mean with a fixed length.
The reason not to use the total reward as
Boursier and Perchet (2019) is that the gradually
increasing total reward leads to a message length
O(log(log(T ))), which cannot be transmitted effi-
ciently in the no-sensing case with O(log(T )) bits.
However, with a finite gap, a less precise statistics
sharing is tolerable as long as it does not affect the
choice of optimal arms. For a quantized sample mean
of length Q, the error is at most 2−Q. We thus con-
trol the length Q such that 2−Q < ∆4 − ǫ, where
ǫ ∈ (0, ∆4 ) is a pre-defined constant. By construct-
ing Bs =
√
2 log(T )
s +(
∆
4 − ǫ) as the confidence bound,
analysis in Section 4 shows that acceptation and rejec-
tion maintain a high probability of success.
Lastly, compared to the mesh-structured communica-
tion in Boursier and Perchet (2019), it is more efficient
to form a tree structure that one player (“leader”)
gathers all statistics and makes decisions for others
(“followers”). The player with internal rank 1 be-
comes the leader and the rest become the followers
(Kaufmann and Mehrabian, 2019). Statistics of arms
are transmitted from followers to the leader. The
leader decides the set of arms to be accepted or re-
jected by comparing their upper confidence bounds
and lower confidence bounds with each other, and
sends back to the followers. Upon reception, active
players either enter another iteration of exploration
and communication, or begin exploitation. This pro-
cess utilizes reward statistics from all players and has
better communication efficiency. Procedures for the
leader and followers are given in Algorithm 2 and 3,
respectively.
4 Theoretical Analysis
The overall regret of EC-SIC can be decomposed as
R(T ) = Rinit +Rexpl +Rcomm. The first, second and
third term refers to the regret caused by the initializa-
tion, exploration, and communication phase, respec-
tively. The main result is presented in Theorem 2,
and each component regret is subsequently analyzed.
Detailed proofs can be found in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. With an optimal coding technique that
achieves Gallager’s error exponent E(µmin) for the
corresponding Z-channel with crossover probability 1−
µmin, for any ǫ ∈ (0,
∆
4 ), we have
R(T ) ≤ c1MK log(T )
µmin
+ c2
∆
4ǫ
(∑
k>M
min
{
log(T )
µ(M+1) − µ(k) + 4ǫ ,
√
T log(T )
})
+ c3N
′
(
M2(K + 2) log
(
min
{
1
4ǫ
, T
})
+M2K
)
(2)
where c1, c2 and c3 are constants and N
′ =
max{ QCZ(1−µmin) ,
1
E(µmin)
log(T )}.
Theorem 2 involves an information-theoretic concept
called error exponent, which is explained in Theo-
rem 3 in Section 4.2 but more details can be found
in (Gallager, 1968).
An asymptotic upper bound can be obtained from (2)
with ǫ = ∆8 :
R(T ) = O
(∑
k>M
log(T )
µ(M)−µ(k)
+ (
M2K log( 1
∆
)
E(µmin)
+ MK
µmin
) log(T )
)
.
(3)
Compared to SIC-MMAB2, we have successfully re-
moved the multiplicative factor ofM in the first log(T )
term. This is due to the efficient communication phase
that transmits the reward statistics. In addition, we
have a M2K factor in the second log(T ) term, as op-
posed to MK2 in SIC-MMAB2. This is also an im-
provement since M < K. We also note that Eqn. (2)
and Eqn. (3) hold when µ(min) is replaced by µ(K).
To prove Theorem 2, we first define the “typical event”
as the success of initialization, communication and
exploration throughout the entire horizon T . More
specifically, we define three events: A1 = {each player
has a correct estimation of M and an orthogonal in-
ternal rank after initialization}; A2 = {messages are
decoded correctly in all communication phases}; A3 =
{|µ¯p[k]−µ[k]| ≤ BTp holds for phase p, ∀k ∈ [Kp], ∀p}.
We use Ps to denote the probability that the typical
event happens, which is A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3. The regret
caused by the “atypical event” can be simply bounded
by a linear regret O(MT ). Then the result of (2) can
be proved by controlling Ps to balance both events.
4.1 Initialization phase
Similar to Lemma 11 in Boursier and Perchet (2019),
we can bound the regret of initialization as follows.
Lemma 1. With probability Pi = 1 − O(
MK
T ), event
A1 happens. Furthermore, the regret of the initializa-
tion phase satisfies:
Rinit < 3MK
⌈
log(T )
µmin
⌉
.
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4.2 Exploration phase
The regret due to exploration is bounded in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. With probability Ps = 1 − O(
MK log(T )
T ),
the typical event happens and the exploration regret
conditioned on the typical event satisfies:
Rexpl = O
(
∆
4ǫ
∑
k>M min
{
log(T )
µ(M+1)−µ(k)+4ǫ
,
√
T log(T )
})
.
We first present a fundamental result of channel coding
for communication in a noisy channel, known as the
error exponent (Gallager, 1968).
Theorem 3. For a discrete memoryless channel, if
R < C, there exists a code of block length N without
feedback such that the error probability is bounded by
Pe ≤ exp[−NEr(R)],
where Er(R) is the random coding error exponent with
rate R.
We note that the error exponent used in Theorem 2
corresponds to E(µmin) = Er(CZ(1− µmin)).
Theorem 3 suggests that, to transmit a Q-bit mes-
sage over a Z-channel, there exists an optimal cod-
ing scheme with length N ′ = max{ QCZ(1−µmin) , N}
to achieve an error rate less than 1T , where N =
1
E(µmin)
log(T ). Several of the existing coding tech-
niques, although not optimal, can achieve this er-
ror rate with N = Θ(log(T )), which only leads to
a multiplicative factor larger than 1E(µmin) but does
not change the regret order. For example, with rep-
etition code, flip code and modified Hamming code,
we have Nrep = Q⌈
log(QT )
µmin
⌉, Nflip = Q⌈
log(QT/2)
µmin
⌉,
Nham =
7Q
8 ⌈
log(7QT/8)
µmin
⌉ respectively (see Appendix A
for detailed analysis of practical codes). The remain-
ing analysis will be based on the optimal channel cod-
ing with the caveat that a “good” Z-channel code
should be applied in practice.
With at most log(T ) exploration and communication
phases and K arms to be accepted or rejected, there
are at most MK log(T ) communication instances on
arm statistics, 2M log(T ) communication instances on
the number of acc/rej arms, and KM communication
instances on the index of acc/rej arms. A simple union
bound analysis leads to the following result.
Lemma 3. Denoting the probability that event A2
holds by Pr, with an optimal Z-channel code of N
′ =
max{ QCZ(1−µmin) ,
log(T )
E(µmin)
}, we have
Pr = 1−O
(
MK log(T )
T
)
.
Lemma 3 guarantees all communications are correct.
To bound the probability that all arms are correctly
estimated, we have the following result.
Lemma 4. In phase p, for any active arm k ∈ [Kp],
P
{
|µ¯p[k]− µ[k]| ≥ BTp
}
≤
2
T
.
With at most log(T ) exploration-communication
phases, event A3 happens with probability:
Pc = 1−O
(
K log(T )
T
)
. (4)
A union bound argument leveraging Pi, Pr and Pc
leads to probability Ps for the typical event to happen,
as defined in Lemma 2. Finally, for the exploration
phases, the number of times that an arm is pulled be-
fore being accepted or rejected are well controlled.
Lemma 5. In the typical event, every optimal arm
is accepted after at most O
(
log(T )
(µ(k)−µ(M)+4ǫ)2
)
pulls,
and every sub-optimal arm is rejected after at most
O
(
log(T )
(µ(M+1)−µ(k)+4ǫ)2
)
pulls.
Denote T expl as the overall time of exploration and ex-
ploitation phase and T expl(k) (T ) as the number of time
steps where the k-th best arm is pulled during these
two phases. With no collision in exploration and ex-
ploitation, the exploration regret can be decomposed
as (Anantharam et al., 1987)
Rexpl =
∑
k>M
(µ(M) − µ(k))T expl(k) (T )
+
∑
k≤M
(µ(k) − µ(M))(T expl − T expl(k) (T )),
(5)
Both components in (5) can be upper bounded by
Lemma 7 in Appendix B.2.4, which proves Lemma 2.
4.3 Communication phase
Thanks to the expanded length of each exploration
phase and the fixed-length quantization of arm statis-
tics, the regret Rcomm does not dominate the overall
regret, as stated in Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. In the typical event,
Rcomm = O
(
N ′
(
M2 (K + 2) log
(
min
{
1
4ǫ
, T
})
+M2K
))
.
We note that log(min{ 14ǫ , T }) becomes a constant
when T is sufficiently large. Noting that N ′ =
max{ QCZ(1−µmin) ,
log(T )
E(µmin)
}, the communication loss has
the same order as other phases.
4.4 Overall regret
When the typical event happens, the overall regret is
bounded by the sum of Rinit, Rcomm and Rexpl; oth-
erwise, for the atypical event, the regret can be upper
bounded as MT . Thus, the overall regret satisfies
R(T ) ≤ Rinit +Rexpl +Rcomm +O(M2K log(T )).
With Lemmas 1, 2 and 6, Theorem 2 can be proven.
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Figure 5: Different coding techniques
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5 Algorithm Enhancement
EC-SIC has nice theoretical performance guarantees,
but we have noticed that in practice some minor
enhancements improve its performance significantly,
which are shown in the next section. First, after each
exploration and communication phase, player j can use
the active arm with the j-th best empirical mean (sent
by the leader) as her communication arm for the next
around, instead of the j-th active arm. Since play-
ers keep receiving rewards from their communication
arms while waiting for communication or receiving bit
0, using an arm with higher empirical mean can lead
to a lower loss in these time steps.
Second, we have observed in practice that the first one
or two explorations do not lead to effective acceptation
or rejection even when the game is easy, which means
all the communication losses during these phases are
incurred with no benefit (this is much larger than the
exploration loss). Thus, p can be initialized to a larger
integer (e.g. 5), which leads to a longer exploration to
start with and less ineffective communication.
Lastly, if µmin and ∆ in Assumption 1 are not avail-
able, adaptive estimation with confidence intervals can
be used to replace the true µmin and ∆ in EC-SIC. The
influence of mismatched µmin and ∆ are evaluated in
the experiments and reported in Appendix C.2.
6 Experiments
Numerical experiments have been carried out to ver-
ify the analysis of EC-SIC and compare its empirical
performance to other methods. All rewards follow the
Bernoulli distributions with µmin = 0.3, and we set
ǫ = ∆/8. Results are obtained by averaging over 500
experiments. More detailed discussions and additional
results can be found in Appendix C.
We compare state of the art algorithms un-
der both easy and difficult bandit game settings.
EC-SIC (with repetition code), ADAPTED SIC-
MMAB, SIC-MMAB2, and the algorithm proposed by
Lugosi and Mehrabian (2018) (labeled as “no-sensing-
MC”) are first compared in a relatively easy game
(∆ = 0.06). Fig. 2 shows that even in an easy game,
no-sensing-MC could not finish exploration within 106
time steps, and ADAPTED SIC-MMAB has poor per-
formance compared to the other two. Both EC-SIC
and SIC-MMAB2 converge to the optimal arm set
quickly, but the overall regret of EC-SIC is smaller.
For a hard game with ∆ = 0.01, Fig. 3 shows that
EC-SIC is superior to SIC-MMAB2.
A detailed comparison of EC-SIC with SIC-MMAB2
is done by comparing their regrets as a function of the
gap ∆ in Fig.4. We see that when the game is not ex-
tremely difficult (∆ > 10−4), EC-SIC has better per-
formance since players benefit from sharing statistics.
When ∆ becomes extremely small, the required com-
munication length increases significantly, leading to a
dominating communication regret in EC-SIC that can-
not be offset by the benefits of sharing statistics.
Fig. 5 reports the performance while using different
Z-channel codes in communication. We observe that
modified Hamming Code has the best performance,
which is due to its superior error correction capability.
This observation also implies that with a near-optimal
code that is specifically designed for Z-channel, perfor-
mance of EC-SIC can be further improved.
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We also evaluate the impact of codeword length on
the regret. For our simulation setting, the theoretical
analysis requires a repetition code length N = 53 to
transmit one bit, in order to achieve an error rate of 1T .
We are interested in evaluating whether the theoret-
ically required code length can be shortened in prac-
tice. Under the easy game setting of Fig. 2 with 2000
rounds averaging, Fig. 6 shows that with N decreasing
from 53 to 35, the regret decreases 20%. More impor-
tantly, it shows that the convergence of EC-SIC does
not change. When further reducing N to 25, we see
the regret curve trends upward at large t, which repre-
sents a non-negligible loss due to unsuccessful commu-
nications. With N = 15, the regret increases rapidly,
indicating that players suffer from an increased error
rate. It is thus essential to strike a balance between
error rate and communication loss.
Lastly, we evaluate EC-SIC on a real world dataset:
the movie watching dataset (ml-20m) from MovieLens
(Harper and Konstan, 2015). It consists of watching
data of more than 2× 104 movies from over 105 users
between January 09, 1995 and March 31, 2015. In the
pre-processing, we group these movies into K = 40
categories by their total number of views from high to
low. The binary reward at time t (hour) is defined as
whether there are users watching films in this group,
and we replicate it to a final reward sequence of length
T = 2 × 107. M = 20 players are assumed to engage
in the game. This final sequence has ∆ ≈ 0.007 and
µmin ≈ 0.6. Compared to synthetic datasets, this set-
ting poses a larger and more difficult game. For each
experiment, the reward sequence is randomly shuffled.
We report the cumulative regret of EC-SIC and SIC-
MMAB2, averaged over 100 experiments, in Figure 7.
One can see that the advantage of EC-SIC over SIC-
MMAB2 is significant for this real-world dataset. Intu-
itively, this is because the game is hard (∆ ≈ 0.007)3,
and M and K are also large.
7 Related Work
Depending on how information is shared and actions
are determined, existing literature can be categorized
into centralized or decentralized (distributed) MP-
MAB problems. The centralized scenario can be
viewed as an application of the multiple-play ban-
dit (Anantharam et al., 1987; Komiyama et al., 2015).
A more interesting and challenging problem, intro-
duced by Liu and Zhao (2010) and Anandkumar et al.
(2011), lies in the decentralized scenario where explicit
communications between players are not allowed and
thus collision may happen. For the collision-sensing
MP-MAB problem, earlier works attempt to let each
3However, the game is also not too hard for communi-
cation to be ineffective as the case of Fig. 4.
player play the single-player MAB game while avoiding
collisions for as much as possible; see (Liu and Zhao,
2010; Avner and Mannor, 2014; Rosenski et al., 2016)
for some representative approaches.
The SIC-MMAB algorithm in Boursier and Perchet
(2019) is closely relevant to our work, which pro-
poses to exploit collisions as opposed to avoiding them.
Proutiere and Wang (2019) further refines this idea
and decreases the communication regret so that the
lower bound of the centralized setting can be ap-
proached asymptotically for Bernoulli distributed re-
wards. The SIC-MMAB principle has subsequently
been applied to other multi-player settings. For ex-
ample, Kalathil et al. (2014) considers an extended
multiplayer model where reward distribution varies
for each player. Bistritz and Leshem (2018) proposes
a Game of Thrones algorithm that achieves a re-
gret of O(log2+κ(T )). This is further improved by
Kaufmann and Mehrabian (2019), leading to an im-
proved regret of O(log1+κ(T )).
The no-sensing model, on the other hand, is very chal-
lenging and limited progress has been made so far. In
Lugosi and Mehrabian (2018), sample means are rec-
tified by the probability of collision and then the same
Musical Chair approach is adopted. As discussed in
Section 1, Boursier and Perchet (2019) touches upon
the no-sensing model with ADAPTED SIC-MMAB
and SIC-MMAB2. However, the former has a com-
munication loss of O(log(T ) log2(log(T ))) that domi-
nates the total regret, while the latter drifts away from
communication of full statistics, thus is fundamentally
incapable of approaching the centralized performance.
8 Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed the EC-SIC algorithm
for the no-sensing MP-MAB problem with forced col-
lision. We proved that it is possible for a decentral-
ized MP-MAB algorithm without collision information
to approach the performance of its centralized coun-
terpart. Recognizing that communication under the
no-sensing setting corresponds to the Z-channel model
in information theory, optimal error correction codes
are applied for reliable communication via collision.
With this tool, we return to the original idea of uti-
lizing forced collisions to share complete arm statistics
among players. By expanding exploration phases and
fixing the message length, an order-optimal commu-
nication loss is achieved. Practical simulation results
with several Z-channel codes have proved the superior-
ity of EC-SIC algorithm under different bandit game
settings, using both synthetic and real-world datasets.
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A Error Correction Codes for Communication over the Z-channel
More details about the representative coding techniques for the Z-channel are provided in this section.
A.1 Repetition code
Repetition code seems simple but is surprisingly powerful in the Z-channel. Chen et al. (2013) has proved that it is the
optimal code for Q = 1. The encoding and decoding processes are described as follows.
• Encoding. Repeat bit 0 or bit 1 in message m for A times to generate codeword X .
• Decoding. For channel output Y , if there exists i such that Y [i] 6= 0, then the decoder outputs 0. Otherwise, we
have Y [i] = 0 for all i, and the decoder outputs 1.
With a crossover probability no larger than 1− µmin, the bit error probability is:
P (Yi 6= Xi) < (1− µmin)A.
For a message length of Q bits, the error probability is:
Pe = P (∃i, Yi 6= Xi)
= 1− P (Yi = Xi)Q
≤ 1− (1− (1− µmin)A)Q
≤ Qe−µminA.
With the choice of A = ⌈ log(QT )
µmin
⌉, we have Pe < 1T . Thus, the total code length for a Q-bit message is:
Nrep = Q
⌈
log(QT )
µmin
⌉
.
With Nrep = Θ(log(T )), the regret remains order-optimal.
A.2 Flip code
The flip code is designed by Chen et al. (2013) to better utilize the Z-channel property. The encoding and decoding
processes are illustrated with the case of 4 codewords as follows.
• Encoding. Assuming we encode every two bits into a 2A-bit codeword, the encoding function is:
(0, 0)→ (1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
); (0, 1)→ (1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
, 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
);
(1, 0)→ (0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
); (1, 1)→ (0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
, 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
).
• Decoding. It is similar to the repetition code. A codeword m of length 2A will be divided into m1 of length A and
m2 of length A
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– if all bits in m1 and m2 are 1s, decoder outputs (0, 0);
– if all bits in m1 are 1s and m2 contains 0, decoder outputs (0, 1);
– if m1 contains 0 and all bits in m2 are 1s, decoder outputs (1, 0);
– for all other cases, decoder outputs (1, 1).
With a crossover probability no larger than 1− µmin, the bit error probability is (Chen et al., 2013):
P (Yi 6= Xi) ≤ (1− µmin)A − 1
4
(1− µmin)2A
The inequality holds because the function qA− 1
4
q2A monotonically increases for q ∈ [0, 1]. For a message length of Q bits
(we assume Q is even here, otherwise an additional bit 0 can always be padded to make it even), the error probability is:
Pe = P (∃i, Yi 6= Xi)
= 1− P (Yi = Xi)
Q
2
≤ 1− (1− (1− µmin)A + 1
4
(1− µmin)2A)
Q
2
= 1− (1− 1
2
(1− µmin)A)Q
≤ Q
2
(1− µmin)A
≤ Q
2
e−µminA.
With the choice of A = ⌈ log(QT/2)
µmin
⌉, we have Pe < 1T . Thus, the total codeword length for a message of length Q is:
Nflip = Q⌈ log(QT/2)
µmin
⌉.
With Nflip = Θ(log(T )), the regret remains order-optimal.
A.3 Modified Hamming code
As the number of codewords increases to 16 (4 bits), a modified (7,4) Hamming Code can be designed. It is a concatenated
code, with the standard (7,4) Hamming code as the inner code and a repetition code as the outer code.
• Encoding. The standard (7,4) Hamming encoding matrix G is first used to encode a 4-bit message to a 7-bit
codeword. Then we repeat each bit of the 7-bit codeword A times, leading to a 7A-bit codeword;
• Decoding. First by using the repetition code’s decoding rule, 7A-bit coded message is decoded into 7 bits. This
7 bits is then decoded with the standard (7,4) Hamming decoding matrix H. The final output is a decoded 4-bit
message.
G =


1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


, H =

1 0 1 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1


The repetition code reduces the crossover probability from q to qA. With this relatively small crossover probability and
the error correction capability of the Hamming Code, a reliable performance can be achieved. As stated by Barbero et al.
(2006), with qA as the crossover probability, we have the following error rate for the Hamming Code over a Z-channel.
P (Yi 6= Xi) = 7
2
(qA)2 + o((qA)3).
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We neglect o((qA)3) in the following analysis. The error probability of transmitting Q-bit messages (assuming Q can be
divided by 4) using the (7,4) modified Hamming code is:
Pe = P (∃i, Yi 6= Xi)
= 1− P (Yi = Xi)
Q
4
= 1− (1− 7
2
q2A)
Q
4
≤ 1− (1− 7
2
(1− µmin)2A)
Q
4
≤ 7Q
8
(1− µmin)2A
≤ 7Q
8
e−2µminA.
(6)
By choosing A = 1
2
⌈ log(7QT/8)
µmin
⌉, we have Pe < 1T . Thus, the total codeword length for a message of length Q is:
Nham =
7Q
8
⌈
log(7QT/8)
µmin
⌉
,
which is still Θ(log(T )), but the bound in (6) indicates an improvement over the repetition code and flip code.
B Proofs for the Regret Analysis
B.1 Initialization phase
The initialization phase starts with a “Muscial Chair” phase, which assigns a unique external rank in 1, ..., K for each
of the player. Then the following sequential hopping protocol converts the external rank into a unique internal rank in
1, ...,M for each player and estimates the number of players M . The proof for Lemma 1 is the same as Lemma 11 in
Boursier and Perchet (2019). We re-state the algorithm and the proof for the sake of completeness.
Algorithm 4 Musical Chair
Input: [K], T0
Output: Fixed (external rank)
1: Initialize Fixed ← −1
2: for T0 time steps do
3: if Fixed = −1 then
4: Sample k uniformly at random in [K], play it in round t and receive reward r(t)
5: if r(t) > 0 then Fixed ← k
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for
9: return Fixed
Proof. As there is at least one arm that is not played by all the other players, the probability to encounter a positive
reward for player j during the Musical Chair process at time t is lower bounded by µmin
K
. Thus with the choice of
T0 = K⌈ log(T )µmin ⌉, the probability for a single player to encounter only zero rewards until time T0 is:
P (∀t ≤ T0, rj(t) = 0) ≤ (1− µmin
K
)T0 ≤ exp(−T0µmin
K
) ≤ 1
T
.
Applying a union bound over all players, the Musical Chair process is successful with a probability at least 1−O(M
T
).
Now we analyze the Estimate M NoSensing protocol. Similar to using repetition code for communication, the probability
that a player detects a “collision” while there is none is:
Pe ≤ (1− µmin)Tc ≤ e−µminTc ≤ 1
T
.
The union bound over the M players and the 2K blocks yields that it will be successful with a probability at least
1−O(MK
T
). Furthermore, the initialization phase lasts 3KTc time steps. Hence the regret satisfies:
Rinit ≤ 3MKTc = 3MK⌈ log(T )
µmin
⌉.
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Algorithm 5 Estimate M NoSensing
Input: k (external rank), Tc
Output: M , j (internal rank)
1: Initialize M ← 1 and π ← k
2: for n = 1, 2, ..., 2K do
3: r ← 0
4: if n ≤ 2k then
5: for Tc time steps do
6: Pull π and get reward rπ(t)
7: Update r ← r + rπ(t)
8: end for
9: if r=0 then M ←M + 1, j ← j + 1
10: end if
11: else π ← π + 1(mod K)
12: for Tc time steps do
13: Pull π and get reward rπ(t)
14: Update r ← r + rπ(t)
15: end for
16: if r=0 then M ←M + 1
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: return M , j
B.2 Exploration phase
This section aims at proving Lemma 2, which bounds the exploration regret. We start with the required lemmas and
then go back to proving Lemma 2.
B.2.1 Proof for Lemma 3
This lemma ensures that event A2 happens with a high probability. As mentioned before, there are at most log2(T )
communication phases, which leads to at most (MK + 2M) log2(T ) instances of transmissions to send arm statistics to
the leader and send the acc/rej arm sets to the followers. Since there are at most K arms to be accepted or rejected, no
more than MK instances of transmissions are required for sending the acc/rej arm sets.
Proof. Denote P (ξp) as the probability that the decoding of a Q-bit message produces a wrong result at round p. With
the choice of N ′ = max{ Q
CZ (1−µmin)
, log(T )
E(R)
}, and Xp, Yp denoting the message before encoding and after decoding at
round p, we have
P (ξp) = P (Xp 6= Yp) ≤ 1
T
.
A simple union bound leads to
Pr = 1− P (∪p, ξp) ≥ 1−
∑
p
P (ξp) ≥ 1− (MK + 2M) log(T ) +MK
T
= 1−O
(
MK log(T )
T
)
.
B.2.2 Proof for Lemma 4
Lemma 4 ensures the acceptance and rejection of arms are successful with a high probability, which requires a good
estimation of the statistics of arms. The estimation error consists of two parts: the quantization error and the sampling
error. We analyze them separately.
Proof. With the choice of Q ≥ log2( 1∆
4
−ǫ
), the quantization error in phase p can be bounded as:
∀i ∈ [M ], |µ¯pi [k]− µˆpi [k]| ≤
∆
4
− ǫ,
|µ¯p[k]− µˆp[k]| =
∣∣∣∑Mi=1(µ¯pi [k]− µˆpi [k])T ip∣∣∣
Tp
≤ ∆
4
− ǫ.
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For any active arm k ∈ [Kp], the gap between the sample mean µˆp[k] (using all players’ samples) and the true mean can
be bounded with Hoeffding’s inequality:
P
(
|µˆp[k]− µ[k]| ≥
√
2 log(T )
Tp
)
≤ 2
T
.
Then, the overall gap between the quantized mean and the true mean for any active arm k ∈ [Kp] can be bounded as:
P
(|µ¯p[k]− µ[k]| > BTp)
=P
(
|µ¯p[k]− µˆp[k] + µˆp[k]− µ[k]| ≥
√
2 log(T )
Tp
+
∆
4
− ǫ
)
≤P
(
|µ¯p[k]− µˆp[k]|+ |µˆp[k]− µ[k]| ≥
√
2 log(T )
Tp
+
∆
4
− ǫ
)
≤P
(
|µˆp[k]− µ[k]| ≥
√
2 log(T )
Tp
) ∪ P (|µ¯p[k]− µˆp[k]| ≥ ∆
4
− ǫ
)
=P
(
|µˆp[k]− µ[k]| ≥
√
2 log(T )
Tp
)
≤ 2
T
.
There are at most log2(T ) iterations of exploration and communication. By using a union bound of all these iterations
and K arms, Eqn. (4) is obtained.
B.2.3 Proof for Lemma 5
Lemma 5 bounds the number of time steps an arm is pulled before being accepted or rejected, and is essential to control
the rounds of exploration and communication. The proof is similar to the proof to Proposition 1 in Boursier and Perchet
(2019).
Proof. The proof is conditioned on the typical event. We first consider an optimal arm k. Let ∆k = µ[k]−µ(M+1) be the
gap between the arm k and the first sub-optimal arm. Let sk be the first integer such that 4Bsk ≤ ∆k. It satisfies:
sk ≥ 32 log(T )
(∆k −∆+ 4ǫ)2
=
32 log(T )(
µ[k]− µ(M) + 4ǫ
)2 .
Recall that the number of time steps an active arm is pulled before the p-th exploration is Tp =
∑p
l=1Ml2
l⌈log(T )⌉. With
a non-increasing Mp, it holds that
Tp+1 ≤ 3Tp. (7)
For some p such that Tp−1 ≤ sk < Tp, the following inequalities are in order: ∆k ≥ 4BTp ; |µ¯p[k] − µ[k]| ≤ BTp ; and
|µ¯p[i]− µ[i]| ≤ BTp for all sub-optimal arm i. We then have
µ¯p[k]−BTp ≥ µ¯p[i] +BTp + µ[k]− µ[i]− 4BTp ≥ µ¯p[i] +BTp .
This suggests arm k will be accepted at time Tp. Eqn. (7) also leads to Tp = O(sk) = O
(
log(T )
(µ[k]−µ(M)+4ǫ)
2
)
. Thus, arm k
will be accepted after at most O
(
log(T )
(µ[k]−µ(M)+4ǫ)
2
)
pulls. The part of rejecting sub-optimal arms can be similarly proved
with ∆k = µ(M) − µ[k].
B.2.4 Lemma 7 and its proof
Lemma 7. In the typical event, the following results hold.
1) for any sub-optimal arm k, (µ(M) − µ[k])T explk (T ) = O
(
∆
4ǫ
min
{
log(T )
µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫ ,
√
T log(T )
})
;
2)
∑
k≤M
(µ(k) − µ(M))(T expl − T expl(k) ) = O
(∑
k>M
min
{
log(T )
µ(M+1) − µ(k) + 4ǫ ,
√
T log(T )
})
.
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The proof of the first part in Lemma 7 is as follows.
Proof. For a sub-optimal arm k, Lemma 5 leads to T explk (T ) ≤ O
(
min
{
log(T )
(µ(M+1)−µ[k]+4ǫ)
2 , T
})
, and thus
(µ(M) − µ[k])T explk (T ) =
µ(M) − µ[k]
µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫO
(
min
{
log(T )
(µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫ) , (µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫ)T
})
(i)
≤ O
(
∆
4ǫ
min
{
log(T )
δ
, δT
})
(ii)
≤ O
(
∆
4ǫ
min
{
log(T )
(µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫ) ,
√
T log(T )
})
,
in which inequality (i) comes from
µ(M) − µ[k]
µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫ =
µ(M) − µ[k]
µ(M) − µ[k] + 4ǫ−∆ ≤
∆
4ǫ
,
and δ = µ(M+1) − µ[k] + 4ǫ. Inequality (ii) can be obtained with the observation that the term ∆4ǫO(min{ log(T )δ , δT}) is
maximized by δ =
√
log(T )
T
.
The second part of Lemma 7 is based on Lemmas 8 and 9.
Lemma 8. Define tˆk as the number of exploratory pulls before accepting/rejecting the arm k and H is the total number
of exploration phases. Conditioned on the typical event, we have:
∑
k≤M
(
µ(k) − µ(M)
) (
T expl − T expl(k)
)
≤
∑
j>M
∑
k≤M
H∑
p=1
2p⌈log(T )⌉ (µ(k) − µ(M))1min{tˆ(j),tˆ(k)}≥Tp−1 .
Proof. For an optimal arm k, during phase p, if k has already been accepted, it will be pulled Kp2
p⌈log(T )⌉ times.
If it is still active (i.e., tˆk > Tp−1), it will be pulled Mp2
p⌈log(T )⌉ times, meaning that this arm is not pulled for
(Kp − Mp)2p⌈log(T )⌉ times. Thus, it holds that T explk ≥ T expl −
∑H
p=1 2
p(Kp − Mp)⌈log(T )⌉1tˆk>Tp−1 . Notice that
Kp −Mp =
∑
j>M 1tˆ(j)>Tp−1
. We have T explk ≥ T expl −
∑H
p=1
∑
j>M 2
p⌈log(T )⌉1min{tˆ(j),tˆ(k)}>Tp−1 , which proves the
lemma.
Lemma 9. Conditioned on the typical event, we have:
∑
k≤M
H∑
p=1
2p⌈log(T )⌉ (µ(k) − µ(M))1min{tˆ(j),tˆ(k)}≥Tp−1 ≤ O
(
min
{
log(T )
µ(M) − µ(j) + 4ǫ ,
√
T log(T )
})
.
Proof. Define Aj =
∑
k≤M
∑H
p=1 2
p⌈log(T )⌉(µ(k) − µ(M))1min{tˆ(j),tˆ(k)}≥Tp−1 . Notice that
tˆ(k) ≤ min
{
c log(T )
(µ(k) − µ(M) + 4ǫ)2 , T
}
,
and denote ∆(p) =
√
c log(T )
Tp−1
. The inequity tˆ(k) > Tp−1 implies µ(k) − µ(M) < ∆(p) − 4ǫ. We also denote N j as the
smallest integer satisfying tˆ(j) ≤ TNj . Then we have the following:
Aj ≤
∑
k≤M
Nj∑
p=1
2p⌈log(T )⌉(∆(p)− 4ǫ)1tˆ(k)≥Tp−1
≤
Nj∑
p=1
∆(p)2p⌈log(T )⌉
∑
k≤M
1tˆ(k)≥Tp−1
=
Nj∑
p=1
∆(p)2p⌈log(T )⌉Mp
≤
Nj∑
p=1
∆(p)(Tp − Tp−1)
= c log(T )
Nj∑
p=1
∆(p)
(
1
∆(p+ 1)
+
1
∆(p)
)(
1
∆(p+ 1)
− 1
∆(p)
)
.
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Since Tp+1 ≤ 3Tp, ∆(p)
(
1
∆(p+1)
+ 1
∆(p)
)
= 1 +
√
Tp
Tp−1
≤ 1 +√3. Thus,
Aj ≤ c log(T )
Nj∑
p=1
(
1
∆(p+ 1)
− 1
∆(p)
)
≤ (1 +
√
3)c log(T )
1
∆(N j + 1)
.
With the definition of N j , we have tˆ(j) ≥ TNj−1. With inequality TNj+1 ≤ 3TNj we have ∆(N j) ≥
√
c log(T )
3tˆ(j)
. Aj ≤
(3 +
√
3)
√
ctˆ(j) log(T ) then holds. With tˆ(j) ≤ O
(
min{ c log(T )
(µ(M+1)−µ(j)+4ǫ)
2 , T}
)
, we have
Aj ≤ (3 +
√
3)min
{
c log(T )
µ(M+1) − µ(j) + 4ǫ ,
√
cT log(T )
}
.
B.3 Communication phase
This section presents the proof related to the bound of the communication regret.
B.3.1 Proof for Lemma 6
Proof. Conditioned on the typical event, we denote H as the number of exploration phases. The communication length
for sending arm statistics and acc/rej arm sets for p ∈ [H ] is at most N ′(KM + 2M). Lemma 5 states that H satisfies
TH =
∑H
l=1Ml2
l⌈log(T )⌉ = O(maxk∈[K]{sk}) = O
(
min{ log(T )
4ǫ
, T}
)
. Thus,
H = O
(
log(min{ 1
4ǫ
, T})
)
,
which leads to a regret of O(N ′(KM2 + 2M2) log(min{ 1
4ǫ
, T}). Next, transmitting acc/rej arm sets at most incurs a
regret of M2KN ′. Putting them together, the total communication regret is:
O
(
N ′(KM2 + 2M2) log
(
min
{
1
4ǫ
, T
})
+N ′M2K
)
.
C Supplementary Materials for Experiments
C.1 Minor changes to SIC-MMAB2
Some minor changes can be made to SIC-MMAB2 (Boursier and Perchet, 2019) to improve its convergence and make it
more practical. First, the original length of exploration in phase p is Kp2
pT0, where T0 = ⌈ 2400 log(T )µmin ⌉. The factor 2400 is
too large and makes it almost impossible to converge (or even finish one round of exploration) in the time horizon of our
experiments. We thus change it to T0 = ⌈ 24 log(T )µmin ⌉, and we have verified that it converges successfully for the instances
in the experiments. Another minor change is to add a random selection in the declaration phases. In SIC-MMAB2
(Boursier and Perchet, 2019), players sequentially declare the arms in their own rejected sets. However, with similar
exploration time steps across players, the declaration sets are almost identical for all players. With a sequential selection
(rather than a random selection in our implementation), all players will declare the same arm with high probability, which
is in fact noticed to happen very frequently in the experiment.
C.2 Supplementary experiment results
The impact of the leader-follower protocol and the enhancement in Section 5 are evaluated in a larger game (M = 10,
K = 29). With ∆ = 0.06, EC-SIC without the leader-follower protocol (labeled as “EC-SIC-Mesh”), EC-SIC using none
of the enhancement in Section 5 (labeled as “EC-SIC-NE”) are compared with EC-SIC and SIC-MMAB2. Compared to
the stable performance of EC-SIC and SIC-MMAB2, Fig. 8 shows that in practice, due to the unnecessary communication
between every pair of players, EC-SIC-Mesh cannot even finish the first communication phase. Although it converges
eventually, EC-SIC-NE has a larger regret. These results highlight the benefit of the tree-structured communication and
the selection of better communication arms.
In the case of utilizing repetition code in EC-SIC, we carry on experiments to evaluate the dependency on the knowledge
of µmin. For µ(k) = 0.3, we evaluate EC-SIC and SIC-MMAB2 with µmin from 0.05 to 0.3, hence creating a mismatched
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Figure 8: Large game
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Figure 9: Performance with different µmin
“estimation” of µmin. The results shown in Figure 9 state that decreasing µmin leads to an increasing regret of both
SIC-MMAB2 and EC-SIC, which corroborates the theoretical analysis. Furthermore, EC-SIC has better performance
than SIC-MMAB2 across different “estimates” of µmin.
The knowledge of ∆ is assumed in the algorithms and their theoretical analysis. In practice, a precise value of ∆
may not always be available. In the last experiment, we demonstrate the robustness of the algorithms by feeding it
with inaccurate information ∆e instead of the true ∆. As shown in Figure 10, with a pessimistic estimation of ∆, the
inaccurate information only leads to some additional but acceptable communication loss. The overall regret is still better
than SIC-MMAB2. For the optimistic estimations, Figure 11 shows that the algorithm is effective even with ∆e = 2∆.
When the estimation error further grows (∆e = 3∆ or 6∆), communication errors start to occur, which lead to a few
arms that are identified incorrectly. It nevertheless still outperforms SIC-MMAB2 in terms of regret. Thus, practically
speaking, EC-SIC has good robustness, and we further comment that it is preferable to have a pessimistic estimation.
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Figure 10: Pessimistic estimation
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